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Disclaimer – Opinions not advice!
In compiling this presentation, the aim has been to ensure the 
correctness of the information given. However, it has not been 
possible to check all the material and no warranty, expressed or
implied, can be given that all or any of the information provided is 
true and accurate. Dr. Ros Altmann shall not have any liability 
whatsoever in the event of any of the said information proving to 
be untrue or incorrect.
All comments made in this presentation reflect the opinions of Dr 
Ros Altmann only. They are not intended, in any way, to reflect 
any advice or guidance to either individuals or organisations, nor 
are they intended to encourage anyone - individual or organisation 
- to make any investment, financial or other decision on the basis 
of any views, opinions or facts expressed.
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Think back a few years…
Pension fund surpluses in 1990’s
MFR
Treasury feared trustees buying bonds, not enough risk!
Myners review
Abolish MFR – Scheme specific funding
Encourage diversification 
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Then what happened?
Equities down, interest rates down, longevity up
Huge deficits
Member security jeopardised
Trustees under the spotlight
Investment decisions reappraised
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Old investment thinking
Equities will always outperform bonds in long-run, so 
buy and hold equities
Over reliance on equities

Assumption that equities outperform liabilities 
Peer group and index benchmarking
Focus on returns, don’t worry about risk
What about mature schemes, bear markets and short-
term pension needs?
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Errors of traditional approach
Traditional attitude to investment was:

Manage returns and 
TAKE risk (passive acceptance or welcoming of risk)

BUT
Investment strategy should manage returns and risks!
Modern investment approach would be:

Manage returns AND 
Manage risk (active risk control)
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Rethink trustee investment aims
NOT to ‘maximise returns’
NOT to outperform peer group or index
YES to be able to pay pensions
Is matching liabilities enough?
If large deficit, must outperform liabilities
Weak employer means downside tolerance minimal

i.e. avoiding losses valued higher than foregone 
‘potential’ returns?
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Avoiding big losses
Falling markets are very damaging
If market halves then doubles, only back where started
If protect from big falls, maybe required returns lower 

£100 invested  £100 invested        £100 invested
Yr. 1 -30% -30% - 3%
Yr. 2 +30% +43% + 5%
End value  £91 £100 £101.85
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Pray-as-you-go pensions
Focus on liabilities – rising c.5% pa + mortality
Don’t just rely on equity risk premium to do it all

More than one source of alpha and beta 
Alternative ways to add value – diversification
More sophisticated risk management – control v. hope
Is switching to bonds the answer?
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Bonds can help
If scheme well-funded and employer secure
Prevent significant deterioration in funding
‘De-risk’ pension fund – employer invest in equities 
elsewhere
Hold bonds for income, options on equities for upside?
Aim to add value relative to gilts
High demand for bonds – supply?
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Switching to bonds to reduce risk
Depends on position of scheme funding and sponsor
Bonds are imperfect ‘match’ for liabilities
Reduce risk but with large reduction in expected return
Bond investments ‘risky’ – unrewarded risk

Salary inflation, Lpi, Longevity, duration, capital loss
With big deficit and weak employer bonds not enough

Need to outperform liabilities
Use swaps and alternatives for diversification
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Alternative thinking
Equities outperforming bonds is not same as 
outperforming liabilities

Equities could rise, but liabilities could rise more
Target returns required often much greater than bonds

Liabilities are ‘bond-like’ but are not bonds
Therefore need non-bond diversification too
Extra employer (and employee?) contributions
Bonds+ or cash+ benchmarking
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Modern investment approaches

Risk control
Swaps to deal with liability mis-match
Diversification of sources of return

New balanced – target return to match liabilities
Absolute return (possibly with capital protection?)
Alternative assets to add alpha

Currency overlay, small cap, emerging markets
Hedge funds, private equity, real estate, PFI
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Conclusion
Dangers of over-reliance on equities
Remember the liabilities + protection of downside
Risk control that still allows good upside potential
Bonds have their place, but need more than bonds
Pressure of deficits  - trustees on the hook
Alternative investment thinking needed
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The future for pension funding…
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